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Financial Times is the world’s most authoritative daily business newspaper, offering unparalleled 
insight into global financial history. Inside Gale’s comprehensive archive, readers will find over  
130 years of analysis of and opinion on worldwide business and financial topics as well as the  
most detailed foreign affairs coverage of any daily English-language newspaper.
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The Financial Times Historical Archive from Gale Primary Sources provides a comprehensive, accurate, and unbiased 
tool for researchers and students in a range of subject areas. More than just a business newspaper, Financial 
Times’ unmatched reputation for chronicling the impact of world events on global markets makes it an ideal 
companion to classroom instruction in a range of multidisciplinary subject areas. This archive allows readers to 
explore complete daily editions for a diverse range of events and stories, including events in world history, the 
global fallout of major financial crises, major scandals, important historical figures, and market developments.
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LEARN 
MORE

Access decades of global business insights from the world’s foremost daily 
financial news source—now with a digital Learning Center to connect it to 
research and instruction

Number of articles 

Over 7 million
Number of pages 

Over 850,000
Date range  

1888–December 2021*
Learning Center 

Yes

ARCHIVE SNAPSHOT

*The years 2011–2016 and 2017–2021 are released to the archive’s existing customers as separate modules. Some libraries may only have access until the end of 2010.

A PREMIER RESOURCE FOR FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Access thousands of daily price and stock indexes and currency tables, giving a unique, granular record  
of financial history and market developments.

AN IMPORTANT VOICE IN HISTORY
Explore history from a financial perspective, charting the impact of momentous events on world economies  
and markets.

CROSS-SEARCHABLE FOR NEW CONNECTIONS
Cross-search with other Gale Primary Sources collections, opening new avenues for digital  
scholarship while uncovering new and innovative research.

NOW ENHANCED WITH A LEARNING CENTER
Tie the archive to classroom instruction with a new, all-in-one digital teaching resource that includes  
search strategies with sample search-engine uses, topic overviews and essays by experts, case studies,  
and discussion questions.

A WIDE RANGE OF ADDITIONAL CONTENT
Read all the magazines (the FT Magazine and HTSI), special reports, notable columns  
(including the Lex column), and other supplements.

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE
Business and economics  Political economics

International finance U.S. history

Management Various regional histories


